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Committee Dismisses Frankel
By Jim Cobb

Eugene Frankel

The Committee on Appointments and Promotions has decided not to rehire Eugene Frankel, assistant professor of physics, even though the tenured members of his department asked that he be reappointed.

In a letter to Charles Miller, chairman of the physics department, the committee said it did not rehire Frankel because it had doubts about his teaching ability and competence in classical physics.

The three tenured members of the physics department, Chairman Charles Miller, Albert Howard, and Robert Lindsay, submitted a recommendation to the committee which concluded "Dr. Frankel gives promise of continuing as an active scholar. He is valued as a professional colleague by a number of faculty, and a large majority of his students regard him highly as a teacher. Based on all these considerations we unanimously recommend his reappointment."

When the Committee on Appointments and Promotions turned down the recommendation for reappointment in December, 1973, Frankel appealed his case. His appeal, however, was killed by the same committee which rejected his reappointment in the first place and it was rejected again.

The members of the committee are John C. Williams, professor of sociology, Robert Stewart, professor of mathematics, Francis Smiley, and Edwin F. Young, Dean of faculty.

"They did not deal with my qualifications to their objections," Frankel said in an interview Wednesday, February 13. He said the Committee on Appointments and Promotions considered the case that "the college because they did not consider his side of the case."

Frankel questioned how the committee could say that it can only act on evidence submitted and then reject a recommendation by the physics department which urges his reappointment.

While appealing his case, the committee said the committee's recommendation was "not made on the evidence submitted but on the general responsibility of proof are the departments, not the committee."

Frankel's students, they said, "A number of his students, they said, "A number of his students want to go 'by' with a minimal amount of work, restless this approach, and the evaluations showed it."

In the physics department's recommendation for Frankel, Miller added, "I wish to make it quite clear that the reservations we have are not to be construed as charges of incompetence or maliciousness, which we cannot but make judgment on the evidence submitted during this period of this reappointment."

The Committee on Appointments and Promotions said, "The value judgments of the Committee on the material and evidence you submitted have been such that the doubt looms larger than the certainties and the strengths."

In their recommendation of Frankel, Miller, Howard, and Lindsay expressed "the promise of continuing as an active scholar, the environment in which he was working, the role of science in our society, a question of values which is not always a simple matter of history, philosophy, and sociology of science with intelligently."

The three faculty members enrolled in my two advanced physics courses, "We concluded that history of science is as important as one's like to remain of interest to students as my traditional field taught at Trinity," he said. "I also contend that it is a serious discipline which requires a trained professional to be well taught."

Feathers Claims TCC Ineffective
By Tony Piccirillo

Vice-president Thomas Smith pushed the revisions to the judicial process through the Trinity College Council (TCC) last fall without giving at least one member time to prepare his arguments against the proposed amendments, according to Mark Feathers, '74, a member of the TCC.

The TCC must be investigating the nature of the TCC, its effectiveness, and accusations that Smith "bullets" actions through the TCC (see editorial page six).

The TCC minutes state the TCC has a standing committee on proposed changes to the College's judicial process. The TCC has recommended the proposed committee to President Lockwood on two occasions since the institution of the new judicial process, according to the minutes.

The members of the standing committee at the time of the recommendations were Smith, Feathers, and Dirk Kuyk, assistant professor of English.

The TCC minutes state the faculty recommended two amendments to the judicial procedure at the TCC meeting on March 3, 1972. According to the minutes, the first amendment proposed that the faculty and the student body would determine who their respective groups would be eligible to serve on the adjudicative boards.

The minutes state the second amendment proposed that a charge against a faculty member would be tried by a possible panel other than a fine or admonition should be considered in the first place. The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) guidelines. Fines and admonitions are two of the judgments possible penalties provided for in the judicial process, according to the procedures. The faculty Manual and the AAUP guidelines provide for a jury by peers where only faculty would sit in judgment of another faculty member, Mr. Kuyk said.

The TCC minutes state the faculty approved the recommendations of the faculty at its meeting on April 19, 1972, according to the TCC minutes. The minutes state the amendment proposing the selection of student and faculty members to the boards of inquiry passed unanimously. Eight council members voted to request the TCC to exempt the faculty from the judicial process. Kuyk said "the TCC really can't do anything about it unless the faculty wants to give up the collegiality of the judicial process."

The proposal to exempt the faculty is a "clear violation of the collegiality principle and is intolerable," said Feathers. "This was not a failure to deal with the question, but it was less than a thorough study of the affair," added Feathers.

Kuyk said the TCC really can't do anything about it unless the faculty wants to give up the collegiality of the judicial process. The TCC minutes state the faculty approved the recommendation to exempt the faculty from the judicial process at the TCC meeting of November 7, 1973, according to its minutes. The TCC minutes state the appointment of a study committee to exempt the faculty from the judicial process. The TCC minutes state the faculty from the judicial process. The council approved the recommendation to exempt the faculty from the judicial process at the TCC meeting of November 7, 1973, according to its minutes.

The minutes state the judicial process crystallized the role of the dean for community life in the judicial process, according to Feathers. Smith, he said, agreed with the changes in so far as they put what actually happens into written form. Feathers charged, however, "the changes don't reflect any way faculty members can say the students and the administration (continued on pg. 2)
are equal members of the judicial process." Although Feathers said he does not believe the dean of community life would act unfairly or improperly in the judicial process, he added that all potential protections against it are removed.

Smith said the judicial process depends upon the people attending the meeting in its operation. Smith said there is no way to ensure that a group of people will function properly if everyone was willing to cooperate.

Feathers said the administration could, if it wanted, give the students a run around in the operation of the judicial process. The administration could attempt to overcome the issues of a disciplinary action, explained Feathers, by raising this point at the TCC meeting.

No one on the TCC was willing to consider the idea of Smith's running over the issue of the debate, according to Feathers. He said no one on the TCC wanted, as far as he could tell, cared if the judicial process could allow the administration to act in this way...

Feathers accused Smith of "building proposals through the council." Feathers said Smith pushed the revisions to the judicial process through the TCC without giving him enough time to prepare his response. Feathers said Smith agreed to the revisions.

Feathers stated he told Smith on at least two occasions, the weeks before both a meeting of October 28, 1973, and the meeting of November 7, 1973, that it was not enough time to study all the ramifications of the proposed revisions.

Feathers said he thought Feathers' objections were not objections to the revision, but were fundamental, inherent objections to the revision as a whole, which had already been established. Any council member, he said, could have requested that any matter be placed on the agenda for discussion at another meeting, added Smith.

Wrote Smith: "In the interest of order, the Council is to assure that proposals before the complete, full airing, argued Feathers. Feathers pointed out that this is shutting off the discussion on the revision in the judicial process. He added, "It is up to me to force the discussion on the council.

Community Involvement Notices

1. Greater Hartford Arts Council - The Executive Director of the Greater Hartford Arts Council has been looking for ways to get students to help in class with emotionally disturbed children, Students would assist students to help in class with emotionally disturbed children at the School (one block off campus) needs teachers in classes of eight to ten children sometimes giving individual attention and feedback.

2. Teachers Aldes Needed - The Intensive Instructional Center at the Pox School is looking for teachers to assist students to help in class with emotionally disturbed children. Students would assist teachers in classes of eight to ten children sometimes giving individual attention and feedback.

Firm Studies Library

The New York architectural firm of Warner, Burns, Toan, and Lunde has been selected to prepare two years of research, comes after a three-year study of the Greater Hartford region. The results of this research effort will be thoroughly studied.

The firm has had extensive experience in the area of academic libraries. Examples of their work may be found on the campuses of Brown, Cornell, Emory, History and Sarah Lawrence. Their library for Oberlin is scheduled for completion this spring.

Bronzino Receives Grant

Joseph D. Bronzino, associate professor of physiology and director of the National Science Foundation grant to study the effects of alcohol on the human brain through the use of brain waves which are observed at certain times during sleep. He will be assisted by Trinity students.

Bronzino will direct the project to discover the changes in the brain waves which are observed at certain times during sleep. He will be assisted by Trinity students and graduate engineering students. Work will be performed at Trinity and at the UConn.

The project is supported by the Experimental Biology in Shrewsbury, Mass. The results of this research effort will enable scientists to better understand the basic neural circuitry associated with sleep and waking.

This current NSF grant, which will support two years of research, comes after some six years of research by Dr. Bronzino and Trinity students who have been experimenting with the technique of electroencephalography EEG during sleep. It is one of several projects which Dr. Bronzino has studied in an attempt to solve problems in medicine and biology.

AIESEC Attends Luncheon

The Trinity chapter of the International Association of Economics and Management Students (AIESEC) sponsored a luncheon for new students earlier this semester, attended by advisors, and interested Hartford area businessmen on Thursday, January 21. The luncheon, which was held at the Sheraton Hotel, featured two speakers. Steve Cecil, former student advisor, and Jackie Deusch, president of the Greater Hartford Section of AIESEC, addressed the luncheon.

The main speaker at the luncheon was LeRoy Dunn, Associate Professor of Economics. He spoke on "An Outlook for 1975 as seen from Recent Economic Developments". Dunn recently returned from a sabbatical leave in Washington, D.C. where he worked as a senior specialist in the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

The luncheon was attended by all Trinity students, and offers numerous opportunities for interaction with students from other institutions. Anyone interested should contact Steve Cecil, Box 1541, or Hal Smullen, Box 1775. An introductory meeting for all prospective members will be held at 6:00 p.m. on January 29, at the Student Center.

Conn. Purchases Gas

Connecticut has opened to the open market to bolster its natural gas supply.

A state official announced last week the purchase of eight million additional gallons of gasoline. The one-time purchase represents about 10 per cent of Gen- eal Electric's current monthly fuel needs, according to Energy Administrator Eckardt A. Beck.

The gasoline was bought by the Independent Connecticut Petroleum Association (ICPA) as an undisclosed foreign dealer. It is expected to arrive here ready for sale to the public at independent stations.

There were no transportation problems in the purchase of the gasoline, ICPA officials said.

All remained far improved on the results of January's month on market. The price of gasoline at some stations owners warned they will shut down unless the federal regulation banning price promotions are not regulated by the state. The measure is clarified. Both Gov. Meskill and General Assembly leaders threatened court action unless a ruling was forthcoming.

Drug Charges Dropped

The State of Connecticut recently dropped felony charges against a Trinity student at the Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) fraternity house last summer on a marijuana charge.

According to Albert DeVeboe, the student involved, charges against him were dropped (thrown out of court) on January 20. He declined to comment on why the case was thrown out.

Seven people, including four Trinity students, were arrested last summer in the raid at DKE, in which about 30 pounds of marijuana were confiscated. Of the four students, two had graduated and one had not.

According to DeVeboe, the charges against him had a number of effects on his life. He said that he had to report to Dean Spencer on a bi-weekly basis last semester, and that he was not allowed to live at the fraternity house. While the charges were pending, Dean Spencer threatened to ban him from campus. DeVeboe does not know if the TRIPOD will publish any articles that could not be pointed out as "that person who was guilty of marijuana charges."

Summer Jobs

Summer Jobs - "Increase"

There are 12.9% more summer jobs available in recreational areas of the U.S. in 1974 than last year.

This note of optimism is based on reports received from 94 employers at summer camps, resorts, amusement parks, national parks and other recreation facilities. The National Directory of Recreational Service, Inc., Cincinnati for the annual report. The United States Employment Service is a sister publication of the TCC.

"The employment market this summer should be better than last year," said Mr. Smullen,box 1775. An introductory meeting for all prospective members will be held at 6:00 p.m. on January 29, at the Student Center.
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American Studies To Expand In Fall

The College has added four new trustees. The group includes two women, the first women trustees in the College's 151-year history.

Elected at a regular meeting of the board on Saturday, January 19 were Mrs. Walter H. Gray of 100 Wastely Terrace; Mrs. James G. Lownes of Washington, D.C.; Dr. George Strawbridge Jr., of Middletown, Delaware, and Stuart D. Watson, chairman and chief executive officer of Heublein, Inc., in Farmington.

Watson and Mrs. Gray were elected as Charter Trustees, and will serve until retirement. Strawbridge and Mrs. Lownes were elected Term Trustees, and will each serve for a period of eight years.

The election of the four brings the Board's membership up to 16. Five Charter Trustees retired from the Board in May, 1972.

Mrs. Gray, a native of Germantown, Pa., is the widow of the late Bishop emeritus of the Episcopal Diocese of Connecticut. Bishop Gray was a member of Trinity's Board of Trustees from 1951 until his retirement last May. Mrs. Gray, a pianist, currently is a director of the Symphony Society of Greater Hartford and a trustee of the Horace Bushnell Memorial Hall.

Mrs. Lownes, who is the wife of the consultant to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, worked with the Washington Bureau of the French news magazine "L'Express" from 1969-70.

Dr. Strawbridge, who was graduated from Trinity in 1966, is adjunct professor of Latin American History and Political Science at Widener College, Chester, Pennsylvania. He is a member of the Seminar Studying Nationalism in Latin America, and is the author of two papers, "Political Parties and the Search for Institutional Stability" and "Hamas and Al-Saleh:" The Authoritarian Right and Democratic Left in 20th Century Chile," and several book reviews for the American Military Institute in Washington.

Watson, a native of Decatur, Illinois, joined Heublein as president and a director in 1966. He became chief executive officer in 1968 and was elected chairman of the board in August, 1972. Watson is on the board of directors of the Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce, and the board of trustees of the Hartford Rehabilitation Center, Inc., as well as several other community activities.

and I will be able to expand our offerings for the American Studies Program in the coming academic year. The History Department will be hiring a new person in American history; while this individual will be shared equally with the Intercultural Studies Program, in the general area of Black history, at least three additional courses in American history will be available for the academic year 1974-1975.

J. Ronald Spencer, instructor of history and Strawbridge intend to offer, in the fall term, a seminar in Latin American and Carribean history, designed primarily for American History majors. Strawbridge will be one of the four new trustees, and to the major, the course will be based upon a reading course, which was offered on an individual basis in American Studies majors for the past two years.

Enrollment will be limited to 25 in order to provide a considerable amount of class participation for both American Studies majors and History majors with a particular interest in the American field.

The parking situation at Trinity has its problems, according to Alfred A. Garafolo, director of campus security. Between faculty and students, said Garafolo, there are approximately 120 cars competing for the occupancy of 724 available campus parking spaces.

Even this conservative count is not an accurate illustration of the problem, as the parking lot below the football field opening onto Broad Street is generally unused, which is a waste of 188 parking spaces. This means that only 536 on-campus spaces are actually used, he said. However, some 564 students parked along the far side of Summit Street, he said. Garafolo said another problem with parking is the current shortcomings of campus regulations. "Since the administration and faculty are sympathetic towards the development of an American studies program," Sloan believes that the administration will continue to support the program. If a larger number of additional parking spaces may be expanded and additional parking spaces are needed, Sloan members will participate as advisors.

"Either Mr. Spencer or I will be very willing to discuss the future program in American Studies with any interested students," Garafolo said. "We are confident that we may continue our program and encourage qualified students to enter the American Studies major.

One senior American Studies major expressed his concern, "Long live American Studies!!"

Grad school's receptive

By Alison Stoddard

Trinity students stand off on their first choice of getting into reputable graduate schools according to Paula Robbins, director of Career Counseling. Robbins said a brief review of past grading classes shows that only a little American students have continued their educations at reputable graduate and professional schools. She said that the available feedback, mainly from pre-meds, "show students that a broad spectrum of opportunities is open to them, in possible career and in a choice of life styles. The problem is they just have probably not been aware of this.

Robbins said she was concerned that minority students are being discouraged by black colleges and black schools are not being based on old data. Many changes have taken place in a relatively few years, she said. She noted many opportunities that "will provide opportunities for a large percentage of minority groups, and are not only available for the future, but in case of theft, a non-
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The psychology of To Speak About Middle Age

Social psychologist Daniel J. Levinson will speak on "The Mid-Life Transition: Is There Life After Youth?" at 7:45 p.m. Thursday, February 28 in McCook Auditorium at 7:45 p.m. Thursday, February 28.
**Sports**

**Squash Edges Williams:**

**Prepares for Nationals**

By Charlie Stewart

Well, the varsity squash team is as hot as ever now as they hastily chalked up another win and got a little more practice for the Nationals coming up.

Our Mighty Racqueteers, though barely blanketing the floor in the tournament room, gained confidence and are well on their way to recovering from a flu and injury attack.

Mac Davidson, who is now one wound short of a perfect record, killed and dealt out a terrific defeat. The dependable and reliable Fred Ricks from Williams, the favorite of the fans as he is a character, was defeated by Davidson in a straight set. The score was 15-4, 15-9.

Also, in a straight set, Dusty McAdoo won against his counterpart. This win brought the team closer to the Nationals.

In the meanwhile, at number nine and remedy the Lawn Club and played to a four-all tie. Came home with another victory, but one which does not go on the official record. The seven players who lost in the first round of play may continue playing in the consolation round and the team with the most points from getting into the semifinals and finals is the winner.

Just for the record:

- Davidson: 15-4, 15-9
- Stewart: 15-4, 15-9
- Owen: 15-4, 15-9
- Ricks: 15-4, 15-9
- Malt: 15-4, 15-9
- Gates: 15-4, 15-9
- Shulsa: 15-4, 15-9
- Cross: 15-4, 15-9

**Bow to Princeton**

**Women's squash at 6-1, Beat Vassar and Smith**

By Fran Congdon

In the week before open period the women's squash team easily beat Vassar, 5-2, and Smith, 6-1, but lost to their biggest rival Princeton, 6-1, after making a gallant effort to win the match. This was their first loss and their highest record stands at 6-1 after these last three competitions.

On February 11th Trinity overpowered Vassar, 6-2. Sophie Bell, in first position, for the second straight time, beat her opponent, Carol Power, 3-1, and clinched the match. Mac Gerry is ranked seventh collegiately so Sophie could easily handle a ranking if she continues playing this well.

Just for the record:

- Davidson: 14-2
- Stewart: 14-2
- Owen: 14-2
- Ricks: 11-5
- Malt: 14-2
- Gates: 10-5
- Shulsa: 9-5
- Cross: 3-0

**Academy Award Nominations**

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences last week announced the nominees for the forthcoming Academy Awards presentation to be held in mid-March.


For Best Director candidates were:
- Francis Ford Coppola for "The Godfather, Part II"
- Bob Fosse for "Cabaret"
- Martin Scorsese for "Taxi Driver"
- Alan Pakula for "All the President's Men"
- Mike Nichols for "Catch-22"

For Best Supporting Actor nominations were:
- John Lithgow as "The Postman"
- Donald Sutherland as "The Sailor"
- Jack Nicholson as "The Boys in the Band"
- Richard Dreyfuss as "Juno"
- Jack Lemmon as "Save the Tiger"

For Best Supporting Actress nominations were:
- Mia Farrow as "The Great Gatsby"
- Sally Field as "Norma Rae"
- Louise Fletcher as "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest"
- Diane Keaton as "The意大利Girl"
- Anjelica Huston as "The Two of Us"

This is the final week of the squash team's season. Yesterday they competed in a triples match against New Haven and lost.

**Htfd. Stage Presents**

**"Arsenic and Old Lace"**

By Eileen Bristow

Arsenic and Old Lace, performed by the Hartford Stage Company, directed by Joseph Kesselring, is a light-hearted and humorous farce set in a time of economic depression, based on a true story which took place in a nursing home owned by a Connecticut couple, where the women are -- nurses, doctors, police officers and the like. The play is being performed at the President's in one full swoop. A second nurse, Mortimer, who is a famous drama critic in New York, and as such he is to marry his minister's daughter, suddenly discovers what his aunt has been up to when he finds a dead body in their window seat. The aunts have been taking in lonely ladies and trying to stay in bed.

The set by Lawrence King was well done. As the bodice and upholstery, the performers themselves, who did a commendable and entertaining job with what could hardly be called demanding roles. Virginia Payne and Ruth Maynard as Abby and Martha Brewster captured all the cheerfulness and craziness of the characters. Jack Murdoch was fine as the obnoxious Teddy Brewster, looking every inch the famous Rough Rider as he stormed up the stairs wearing lavish clothes and a watch. Charlie Stewart, as Teddy Brewster charges up the staircase in the HWT.
Bertolt Brecht’s The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny is an interesting, lively play now playing at the Yale Repertory Theatre through March 3. I strongly urge anyone who has the chance to see this new production.

The play starts out somewhat slowly, but picks up tremendously, especially during the second act. It is the story of two men and a woman whose car breaks down while they are journeying across-country. Being poor and stranded without help, they decide to stay where they are and build a new city called Mahagonny (meaning “golden web”). In this city mineral returns from Alaska who have struck it rich can squander their fortune on expensive hilltops. One could eat a four or five course meal, even in the middle of nowhere. The director made the best use of his set (especially in a theatre with such limited facilities) through intricate and unique set changes. Particular attention must be paid to the meticulous painting of the realistic flats, well executed by scenic artist Robert LaVoie. The set was simple, yet imaginative, which was because of the theatre’s limited facilities.

The Yale School of Music presented the show in association with the Rep Theatre. It provided excellent musicians for the show who, led by conductor Otto-Werner Mueller, tremendously enhanced the production. The music, when performed by the richly orchestrated orchestra, is a welcome change. The restaurant is extremely quiet and the lack of harsh background noise common to other restaurants is a welcome change. The food quality is surprisingly good. The meal begins with a variety of appetizers, such as the very appetizing Italian flatbread, “The roast beef flat with grilled vegetables” which was served with a delicious horseradish sauce. The appetizer was followed by a delicious lasagna and a vegetable lasagna which was generously filled with carrots, zucchini, and spinach. It was served with a side of garlic bread. The main course was a choice of a variety of dishes, such as the crab cakes, the chicken, or the beef. I chose the beef sirloin which was cooked to perfection. The blackberry compote was the perfect finishing touch to your meal.

The play itself was well produced, if rather traditionally. The direction by Alvin Epstein was clear and precise. He created a series of interesting tableaux and kept the play moving at an adequate pace.

The sets and costumes were colorful, well made creations. It seems the Repertory company spared no cost in this area, as evidenced by the wide variety of lavish costumes. The basic set was a full cyclorama and side panels of painted sky and clouds that depicted quite economically the wide, open expanses of this desolate part of the country. Added to this were various other flats that were lowered at different times during the play to symbolize the newly built-up areas of the city. The director made the best use of his set (especially in a theatre with such limited facilities) through intricate and unique set changes. Particular attention must be paid to the meticulous painting of the realistic flats, well executed by scenic artist Robert LaVoie. The set was simple, yet imaginative, which was because of the theatre’s limited facilities.

The Yale School of Music presented the show in association with the Rep Theatre. It provided excellent musicians for the show who, led by conductor Otto-Werner Mueller, tremendously enhanced the production when performing the richly orchestrated songs. The score itself, though written by the great Kurt Weill, is not as popular as it could be. It is particularly noteworthy that the two songs dealing with the value of life in Mahagonny during the second act.

The cast was composed of strong actors and singers who are permanent members of the Rep company. Geoffrey Price was excellent in the key role of Jim. Price is a truly versatile performer, with his wide, winning smile, rich voice, and powerful presence. Stephanie Oschilka, who played his girl friend Jenny Smith, had a rapturous voice, but made it appropriate for her part by accompanying it with a two song characterization of a shrewd opportunist (as anyone who has the chance to see this new production will heartily recommend it.

The three founders of Mahagonny were given comical but contrasting characterizations by veterans Grace Keagy, Kurt Konnor, and Jereme Pressman. Each of these three friends was played by three actors who somehow failed to differentiate the character traits among themselves and appeared to be carbon copies. Neither did they show great acting ability or singing prowess.

The chorus was made up of a great variety of parts with quite a few separate single-verse singing ability who provided appropriate backup to the principals’ performances.

The Blackberry River Inn

By Jay James

After an extremely hectic hour’s drive down Route 44 as we arrived at The Blackberry River Inn, The Inn is under new management, and the present owners are trying hard to establish a reputation for fine food. This establishment is an authentic Inn, as it has guest rooms upstairs. Believe it or not, it also has ski touring trails, horseback riding, and even its own private trout stream.

The atmosphere in the restaurant is a little better than average, and it almost seems as though you’re eating in someone’s home, I would imagine that the view outside the window is quite enjoyable.

The restaurant is extremely quiet and the lack of harsh background noise common to many restaurants is a welcome change.

We visited the Blackberry River Inn on Saturday night, and the service was very good, perhaps a bit too eager to attempt to service the service, but it appeared as though they were all undertrained and unprepared.

The Inn is a very reasonably priced restaurant and offers a four or five course meal there along with a bottle of wine for under twenty-five dollars. The food quality is surprisingly good. The drinks are average-priced (1.25) and strong. We had a full bottle of Chianti, 0.60 and it was very enjoyable.

We started off with shrimp cocktails (2.00) and Finnway Greek Salad (2.35). The soup comes in a small cup and is topped with baked mozarella cheese on toast--it’s better than average. A relatively expensive relief bar is provided for the geritol set. We were starved so we attacked it with vigor.

We tried the most expensive entre; lamb chops, and it was well worth the price. The lamb was very tender and the sauce was excellent.

The Blackberry River Inn has very high food as reasonable prices. Its diet drawback is that it is about a 45-minute drive from Trinity. However, one could spend a most enjoyable afternoon there cross-country skiing or horseback riding and then finish off the day with a very pleasant dinner at The Blackberry River Inn.
Sound Judgement?

We are dismayed at the Appointments and Promotions Committee’s dismissal of Gene Frankel, assistant professor of physics.

This dismissal is contrary to all the recommendations and evidence, which the physics department and the College community presented to support Frankel’s reappointment.

As a result of the Appointments and Promotions Committee’s decision, we question their criteria for examining the evidence for reappointment and/or tenure.

What criteria does the Appointments and Promotions Committee use to judge competence in a field of study?

Evidently, they did not consider Frankel’s PhD in the history of science and the equivalent of a PhD in classical physics as proof of his competence in the field of physics.

What does the Committee judge as competent performance in teaching, or how do they do it — a ‘good teacher’?

They appeared to misinterpret student evaluation of Frankel’s performance in teaching; 85 per cent of his students said they thought Frankel was an excellent professor. His colleagues within the department stressed that Frankel is an asset to the physics department.

Does the Committee consider recommendations and expressions of support for the professor from the College community?

It appears they ignored the College community’s support for Frankel’s reappointment. The College community responded with a petition signed by 300 students, a letter from twenty members of the faculty supporting Frankel’s reappointment, and numerous letters to Dean of Faculty Edwin P. Nye expressing more support for Frankel.

Is the Appointments and Promotions Committee fostering President Lockwood’s philosophy concerning values in education?

As members of the faculty noted in an open letter to the Appointments and Promotions Committee, Frankel’s work in the College and within the physics department is an example of enrichment of the liberal arts education, which Lockwood’s philosophy of educational values is intended to foster. The Committee is negating the philosophical ideas, which Lockwood urged this College community to foster, by dismissing a professor qualified to enrich the liberal arts education.

We suggest the Appointments and Promotions Committee reexamine their criteria concerning reappointments and tenure. We would hate to see another valuable faculty member lost, as Gene Frankel was lost.

TCC: Open Ground?

The Trinity College Council (TCC) must fulfill its function of providing an open ground for the discussion of policy recommendations to the president.

They fail to provide this open ground for the proper consideration of the principle of collegiality in the judicial process. Collegiality was the basis of the current judicial process and the previous judicial process with which the College community governed itself.

The administration members on the council bear an added responsibility in fulfilling the function because of their position in the College. The administrators perform a dual role because of their position on the TCC, which is an advisory body to the administration.

They, even more than the other members of the TCC, should insure that the council gives proper consideration to all matters of concern to the College community.

The administrators on the TCC, led by vice-president Thomas Smith, have used their power to bulldoze proposals through the TCC. The revisions to the College judicial process are the most recent example of this.

We urge the administration to be more aware of its role and its power on the TCC.

We call all members of the TCC to fulfill its purpose by openly discussing all matters which are of vital concern to the College community.

letters to the editor

To the Editor:

The Medical Facilities Advisory Panel (MFAP) is a student advisory body to Dean Spencer (director of health services), Dr. Izard (medical director), and other pertinent College officials. Created last spring by the Student Executive Committee, MFAP was charged to provide sustained student input into the decision-making process behind Trinity's health services.

Last semester MFAP collected data from Trinity's medical facilities, where MFAP would like to have a public hearing on these projects and others. If you have any concern or opinion, please send it by campus mail to: MFAP, Student Affairs Office, Trinity College.

If you want to work towards that goal, please send your name to MFAP (same address as above).

To the Editor:

This letter is written to express the hockey team's displeasure with the behavior of one of the visiting teams during our recent game against Wesleyan.

Over the past ten years, hockey at Trinity has grown to the point where we believe that it is a sport we can attract good students. We are proud of this enviable record.

We would much prefer that our fans be sportsmen and not interfere with our visitors. We ask you to stay away from our games.

To the editor:

A great big thank-you to TWO for preserving the Trinity community with its many-fanged events of the Feminist Arts Week.

"I personally was deeply moved by each of the two presentations that I attended. During these dreary days of February it was a real needful burst of inspiration!"

Michele Trotter

hope that our message is clear.

Thank you,

Jono Frank, Captain of the Trinity Hockey Team

Thank you!
In The Public Interest

There Is A Better Car

By Steve Wienerstein
Director of ConnPIRG

It's unusual these days to find solutions to problems that benefit all of those involved. A case in point is the automobile. We have before us a serious conflict between the energy crisis and the need to conserve gasoline on one hand, and the environment crisis and the need to purify our air on the other.

With many people completely frustrated over this conflict, it is not hard to understand why they are often embarrassed to admit that they want to conserve gasoline and not contribute to pollution. And it is not so unusual to wonder that the cry to relax exhaust emission standards comes more and more frequent each day. For example, on December 13, 1973, Representative James F. Prior, Chairman of the Federal Energy Emergency Bill to help oil and gas companies and automobile manufacturers, stated: "We have no choice but to accept a few facts. First, it controls carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides. Second, it has the potential to reduce fuel emissions by up to 90%.' Assuming that fuel is selling at 56¢ per gallon, an average consumer could drive 12,000 miles a year and save close to $12 for the car and itself designed with the catalyst system.

The really interesting aspect of the project of the catalyst system is that it is far beyond the capabilities of the people of America, even beyond what the people of America can accomplish. The People's Lawsuit hopes to have the election of Nixon as President declared fraudulent and therefore invalid by the courts. The second category consists of those people who get involved in work, either individually or in groups, that they believe in, that they are interested in, that they are knowledgeable about, that they can make a difference in.

The members of group 3 complain when they believe in, that they are not individual achievement. They are that they are not individual achievement. They are that they are not individual achievement. They are that they are not individual achievement.

The most prevalent in our country today, the People's Lawsuit raises another challenge to the legitimacy of Richard Nixon as President. The People's Lawsuit hopes to have the election of Nixon as President declared fraudulent and therefore invalid by the courts. The People's Lawsuit raises another challenge to the legitimacy of Richard Nixon as President. The People's Lawsuit hopes to have the election of Nixon as President declared fraudulent and therefore invalid by the courts.
The 'Good Gets Gas

By Matt Moloshok

America is coming to a standstill. Our cars sit in their parking spaces, lacking fuel. Our newspapers are shrinking, lacking news. Even the Trinity Tripod is shrinking, lacking nerve.

Where are the headlines of yesteryear? It used to be that President Sockgood was always good for a headline around this time of year: something along the lines of "Ted Tantalizes Tibet," or "Sockgood Socks in Sahara." Where is he now?

Rumor has it that President Sockgood has been stuck in a gas line for the past week. Actually, this is only partially true. He is not stuck there. He's spending his vacation there.

Feiffer

I had always worn a window around my neck. A doctor warned me that with a window around my neck I might die of exposure.

So he treated me for it.

And after a time I was cured.

I now wear an albarello.

Latin American Perspective

La Voz Latina

By Los Estudiantes Latino Americano de Trinity College

Having come to the conclusion that most people (within Trinity's community) lack a full understanding of the situation that has threatened the existence of Latin American students at this college we, (La Voz Latina), the Latin organization on campus, write this article to enlighten the community as to our purpose here.

La Voz Latina has set several goals for itself. First, this organization is working for the cultural enrichment of Latin students on campus. Second, we seek the cultural enrichment of the Trinity community by promoting a Latin American presence. Third, and most pressing, we want the enrollment of Latin American students to increase in this institution.

Orientation magnified. The Latin feels because of the cultural differences, the difficulties that he will face in trying to remedy the school's administration that a Latin student turn to the Latin student finds the deficiencies in hand-outs, to any student it is bewildering to any student. Since Freshman orientation at Trinity is a maze of folder madness, to any student it is bewildering because of the cultural differences, the Latin student finds the deficiencies in orientation magnified. The Latin feels neither wanted nor welcomed, and in many cases bluntly rejected. This situation has deteriorated with time and therefore La Voz Latina seeks as one of its goals the improvement of this vital area.

In conclusion La Voz Latina would like to clear up a few misunderstandings. In our last article we called ourselves "We, the Latin students" because at that time we had no official name, and we felt that the disgraceful admission policy of this school should be the concern of all Latin students at Trinity. We apologize if by including some students we offended them, it was not our intention. We would also like to point out that by asking for an increased enrollment of Latin students we are not asking Trinity to "aid minority students at the expense of more qualified applicants. "We have never asked the admissions office to lower its standards, but we do feel that there are qualified Latin students who meet and surpass Trinity's standards. Higher education is not a privilege, as some people would like it to be, it is a right. La Voz Latina calls on all Latin students to join us in our cause. This is the time for all of us to stand united and put our past prejudices behind. La Voz Latina thanks all those individuals and groups who are at this moment trying to remedy the school's admission policy towards minority students. Esperamos que nuestros hermanos y hermanas se reúnan con nosotros pronto. QUE VIVAN LOS LATINOS.
**Movie**

Tonight Hillel resumes its Movie of the Month series with *THE PAVENBROKER*, a powerful Holocaust film starring Rod Steiger. The flick starts at 10:00 in McCook Auditorium. Admission is free. There will be an informal discussion following the movie.

**Admissions**

LA VOCE LATINA takes pride in inviting you to our first educational event. Joseph Prewitt, M.A., Trinity Graduate Student, Lecturer at Greater Hartford Community College, Counseling Specialist, School of Allied Health, Univ. of Conn., and Ms. Julie Ramos, Co-Director of Education Instruction, will speak on "The Admissions of Latin-American Students to College." We hope to see you there. Wednesday, February 27, 1974; 4:00 p.m., in the Wean Lounge.

**TWO**

TWO would like to urge all women students to return the Faculty Sex Discrimination Questionnaire to Box 1845, Box 1960, or the TWO office, as soon as possible!

**Dinners**

Absolute last chance for real home-cooked food and good company. Share Shabbat evening with a family from W. Hartford on March 8. Discussion with other families and students from other schools follows. Transportation provided. Contact Dave Wolf (box 1437) or Jeff Meltzer (W229) immediately. Hillen Shabbat Dinner in Hamlin Hall coming up. Watch for posters.

**Shabbat**

Shabbat Services resume this Friday night at 7:15 in the Hillel House, 30 Crescent St. Join us!

**Blood**

Volunteers are needed to work on the bloodmobile Thursday, Feb. 28, from 10:30 until 4:30. If you can volunteer for at least two hours, please contact Mary Nelson, Box 1955, or 322-4560.

**French Table**

Le lundi, de midi a treize heures, a la cave. Conversation, (je de vivre, atmosphere parisienne.)

**Plants**

Plant Clinic, Tuesday, February 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Wean Lounge. Bring any of your problem plants.

**Townsend**

The Reverend Edward Townsend, Rector of Trinity Church, Sigourney Street, will speak and officiate at the 10:30 Eucharist, Sunday, March 3, in the Chapel. The Rev. Townsend is speaking as part of an exchange visit with Trinity College Chapel.

**Student Taught**

Any student who wishes to offer a Student-Taught Course in the Christmas Term, 1974-75, must submit a proposal to the Curriculum Committee by March 1. Consult the College Handbook (11.58-60) and Professor Gettier, Coordinator of Student-Taught Courses.

**Lost**

Lost: A dog, answers to name of "Cheena". She is half dachund, half chihuahua, small (1 1/2 feet long, 7 in height), has red-brown fur, with blond hair on tail and legs, and white hair under her chin. She was lost between the Laurel St. - North End area and Trinity. If you see her, please call Master (522-9451), or take her to 356 Laurel St. (522-5406), or call police or the dog warden. A REWARD IS OFFERED.

**Townsend**

The Reverend Edward Townsend, Rector of Trinity Church, Sigourney Street, will speak and officiate at the 10:30 Eucharist, Sunday, March 3, in the Chapel. The Rev. Townsend is speaking as part of an exchange visit with Trinity College Chapel.

**Townsend**

La voix, de midi a treze heures, a la cave. Conversation, (je de vivre, atmosphere parisienne.)

**Plants**

Plant Clinic, Tuesday, February 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Wean Lounge. Bring any of your problem plants.

**Food**

Interested in eating better...and cheaper? The Stunted Growth Food Co-op was founded last fall and is seeking to expand now that some of the wrinkles have been ironed out. Fruits, vegetables, eggs, dairy, and grains, fresh once a week. Interested? Call Bill Ferns at 522-3002 or come to a meeting every Wednesday at 7:30.

**Rome Campus**

Students are invited to consult up-to-date information concerning the Rome Campus in the Office for Educational Services. Applications for the 1974 Christmas Term should be submitted by Monday, March 4.

**CIEL'S PHARMACY**

120 Now Britain Ave. (corner of Broad St.)
Ronnel Stiver's Candy
Health and Beauty Aids
Liquors - Gift Items
Prescription Dept.
Call Us We Deliver
247-7926
Hours: Daily 8 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Sundays 2 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

**DANCE and DRINK to HARTTBURN AND DIGEST BEATTLES & 50's**

SATURDAYS: 9:30 P.M. to 1:30 A.M.
and
SUNDAYS: 6:30 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.
at

**SILVER DOLLAR RESTAURANT**

586 Zion Street - Hartford, Conn.
MARCH and APRIL DEPARTURES

For further information, contact:
David Wolf 345-6194
John Clifford Alpha Delta Phi
or call collect —
1400 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass. 02146

COLLEGE PROGRAM: (617) 736-2190

Harold & Ray at the
D & D Package Store
417 NEW BRITAIN AVE.

Invite you to meet
Miss Sergeant Major

FRIDAY, MARCH 1 → 4:30 - 7:30 P.M.

Come In and Join The Fun!!!!!!
The Trinity hockey team won one of three games over the last two weeks, but the 3-2 victory over Yale ’J.V.’s assured the team a winning weekend. Trinity followed this up by blanking rival Wesleyan and a 2-1 heartbreaker over Babson, and left their record at 11-7.

Glashauser, February 15—Behind the 24- shot performance of goalie John Godfarb, and two goals from high-scoring Tom Ar- my, Wesleyan quickly trimmed Trinity 5-4. Although they outshot the Babson by one, 20-19, Babson was superior in every phase of the game in turning in their best performance of the season and raising their record to 7-9-1 before a turnout of about 350 partisan fans.

Rich Gallaghy pressured Gardner with all the help he needed with a power play goal at 4:18 of the first period, closely beating Tim (Eric) Kremen of a high-flying Ted Ghen’s Skinner. This one increased the lead to two at 18:13, converting a pass from Army.

Wesleyan added two more in the middle stanza, setting up the eventual outcome. In the fifth minute of the second period, while killing a penalty, Gallaghy stole the puck, wheeled around the left faceoff circle and scored with seconds left on the clock. Army settled the second of their evening, the 50 free in a very close race. Cecil Stehle (backstroke), Bradt (breaststroke), and one of a couple of aero-sized saves by Ted Judson and a few timely blocked shots, held the Bantams to just four of their 13 total shots.

The third period was a matter of doubt after that, but that, brilliant netminding notwithstanding the remainder of the contest took care of that. The 3-2 victory over Babson (3-2) assured Trinity the opportunity to score all of their goals in the opening period.

The Trin men had stroked their way to victory against Holy Cross had finally finished, with every phase of the game in turning in their best performance of the season and raising their record to 7-9-1 before a turnout of about 350 partisan fans.

Devery and Frosh swimmers Jim Bradt, Jane Millspaugh by Friday, March 1st in the 50 free in a very close race. Cecil (backstroke), Bradt (breaststroke), and a couple of aero-sized saves by Ted Judson and a few timely blocked shots, held the Bantams to just four of their 13 total shots.

The third period was a matter of doubt after that, but that, brilliant netminding notwithstanding the remainder of the contest took care of that. The 3-2 victory over Babson (3-2) assured Trinity the opportunity to score all of their goals in the opening period.

The Trin men had stroked their way to victory against Holy Cross had finally finished, with every phase of the game in turning in their best performance of the season and raising their record to 7-9-1 before a turnout of about 350 partisan fans.

Devery and Frosh swimmers Jim Bradt, Jane Millspaugh by Friday, March 1st in the 50 free in a very close race. Cecil (backstroke), Bradt (breaststroke), and a couple of aero-sized saves by Ted Judson and a few timely blocked shots, held the Bantams to just four of their 13 total shots.

The third period was a matter of doubt after that, but that, brilliant netminding notwithstanding the remainder of the contest took care of that. The 3-2 victory over Babson (3-2) assured Trinity the opportunity to score all of their goals in the opening period.

The Trin men had stroked their way to victory against Holy Cross had finally finished, with every phase of the game in turning in their best performance of the season and raising their record to 7-9-1 before a turnout of about 350 partisan fans.

Devery and Frosh swimmers Jim Bradt, Jane Millspaugh by Friday, March 1st in the 50 free in a very close race. Cecil (backstroke), Bradt (breaststroke), and a couple of aero-sized saves by Ted Judson and a few timely blocked shots, held the Bantams to just four of their 13 total shots.

The third period was a matter of doubt after that, but that, brilliant netminding notwithstanding the remainder of the contest took care of that. The 3-2 victory over Babson (3-2) assured Trinity the opportunity to score all of their goals in the opening period.

The Trin men had stroked their way to victory against Holy Cross had finally finished, with every phase of the game in turning in their best performance of the season and raising their record to 7-9-1 before a turnover of about 350 partisan fans.

Devery and Frosh swimmers Jim Bradt, Jane Millspaugh by Friday, March 1st in the 50 free in a very close race. Cecil (backstroke), Bradt (breaststroke), and a couple of aero-sized saves by Ted Judson and a few timely blocked shots, held the Bantams to just four of their 13 total shots.

The third period was a matter of doubt after that, but that, brilliant netminding notwithstanding the remainder of the contest took care of that. The 3-2 victory over Babson (3-2) assured Trinity the opportunity to score all of their goals in the opening period.

The Trin men had stroked their way to victory against Holy Cross had finally finished, with every phase of the game in turning in their best performance of the season and raising their record to 7-9-1 before a turnover of about 350 partisan fans.

Devery and Frosh swimmers Jim Bradt, Jane Millspaugh by Friday, March 1st in the 50 free in a very close race. Cecil (backstroke), Bradt (breaststroke), and a couple of aero-sized saves by Ted Judson and a few timely blocked shots, held the Bantams to just four of their 13 total shots.

The third period was a matter of doubt after that, but that, brilliant netminding notwithstanding the remainder of the contest took care of that. The 3-2 victory over Babson (3-2) assured Trinity the opportunity to score all of their goals in the opening period.

The Trin men had stroked their way to victory against Holy Cross had finally finished, with every phase of the game in turning in their best performance of the season and raising their record to 7-9-1 before a turnover of about 350 partisan fans.

Devery and Frosh swimmers Jim Bradt, Jane Millspaugh by Friday, March 1st in the 50 free in a very close race. Cecil (backstroke), Bradt (breaststroke), and a couple of aero-sized saves by Ted Judson and a few timely blocked shots, held the Bantams to just four of their 13 total shots.

The third period was a matter of doubt after that, but that, brilliant netminding notwithstanding the remainder of the contest took care of that. The 3-2 victory over Babson (3-2) assured Trinity the opportunity to score all of their goals in the opening period.
Detroit Wheels Sign Duckett

By Jay Saunders

Wednesday afternoon senior Ron Duckett became the first Trinity athlete to sign a professional sports contract since kicker-lineman Roger LeClerc signed over a decade ago. Duckett, with the outstanding three-year varsity football player who holds seven of the nine Trinity records, signed with the Detroit Wheels of the World Football League. Terms of the contract were not disclosed, but Duckett admitted that he had received a bonus for signing. Duckett will report to the Wheels "immediately after graduation," he said, "in an attempt to make the starting lineup." Duckett was projected as the backfield's halfback for sign a professional sports contract.

Duckett's signing took place on Wednesday afternoon, and he was presented with a contract by Trinity Athletics Director Dr. J. Robert Shults. Duckett, a 5-foot-11, 185-pound running back, had been considered one of the top running backs in the country. He was a three-year letterman and a three-time all-conference selection. He had led Trinity in rushing for three consecutive seasons, finishing his senior year with 1,100 yards.

Duckett's signing is significant for several reasons. First, it marks the first time in Trinity's history that a football player has signed a professional sports contract. Second, it is a testament to the talent and dedication of Trinity's athletes. Third, it provides an opportunity for Duckett to pursue his dream of playing professional football.

Overall, Duckett's signing is an important moment for Trinity Athletics and the Trinity community. It is a reminder of the hard work and dedication that goes into being a student-athlete. It also serves as an inspiration to other athletes who may be considering their future options.

Bo Pickard (29) and Geiler (29) led the defense with 10 tackles each. Pickard had two sacks, and Geiler had a fumble recovery. The defense held Wesleyan to just 177 yards of total offense. Trinity's offense, which had struggled in its first two games, came to life with 445 yards of total offense. Senior quarterback Scott Ferrie directed an efficient passing offense, completing 16 of 24 passes for 226 yards and two touchdowns. Trinity's running game also produced 229 yards and three touchdowns.

Meanwhile, Trinity's defense was dominant, holding Wesleyan to just three points. Senior linebacker Ryan Devlin had 11 tackles, including eight solo stops, and forced a fumble. The defense also had three sacks, led by senior defensive end Jason Cunningham, who had 1.5 sacks and a fumble recovery.

This victory was crucial for Trinity as it moves into the second half of the season. The Trinitans are now 3-0 and are in the thick of the conference race. They will look to continue their winning ways as they travel to face a highly ranked team next week.

Overall, it was a great day for Trinity Athletics, with Duckett's signing being a highlight. It is a reminder that the Trinitans are not just athletically competitive, but are also competitive in all aspects of their lives. Congratulations to Ron Duckett and the Trinity community on this historic moment.